Held in CCE

Prof. JIANN-WEN WOODY JU from UCLA Visits CCE

Three International Exchange Programs for Undergraduate Students will be Funded by CSC

The Results of Evaluation of Students' Scholarships and Awards Published

Intercollegiate Exchanges

President Dong Qi met with Prof. Ali of Hydraulic Construction at the Offshore Energy Center

Academic Exchanges

Memorial Symposium of Tongji Kwang Hua Chair Professor Wilson H. Tang

Ober News

The First Winter Camp in My Heart Campaign Held in CCE

Technical Seminar between DGE and MCE

CCE's Graduates Student Education and Management Work gets Excellent Prize

Three International Exchange Programs for Overseas Students will be Funded by CSC

Civil Engineering Graduation at Tongji University, Market Promoted Online

On Dec. 13th, Dec. 19th, Prof. JIANN-WEN WOODY JU from UCLA visited CCE, Tongji University.

Prof. Kwan Tun LEE from Taiwan Ocean University Visits CCE

On January 29th, 2013, Ministry of Education of the People's Republic of China held the First Universities' Civil Engineering Discipline Ranking of mainland China, Harbin Institute of Technology ranked second, Tsinghua University and Tongji University ranked first in mainland China.

On Dec. 19th, 2012, memorial symposium of Tongji Kwang Hua Chair Professor Wilson H. Tang was held in Hong Kong.

On Dec. 15th, 2012, memorial symposium of Tongji Kwang Hua Chair Professor Wilson H. Tang was held.

On Dec. 19th, 2012, memorial symposium of Tongji Kwang Hua Chair Professor Wilson H. Tang was held in Hong Kong.

On Jan. 4th, 2013, the First Workshop between Vietnam Hydraulic Construction Institute and Tongji University held in CCE.

On Jan. 21st, 2013, the First Workshop between Vietnam Hydraulic Construction Institute and Tongji University held in CCE.

On Feb. 27th, 2013, Vice President Dong Qi met with Prof. Ali of Hydraulic Construction at the Offshore Energy Center.

On Feb. 26th, 2013, Vice President Dong Qi met with Prof. Ali of Hydraulic Construction at the Offshore Energy Center.
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